Neonatal skin injury scales: a scoping review with narrative synthesis protocol
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Abstract

Background Mechanical skin injuries have been a neonatal complication since the 1980s but a number of factors affect their assessment, particularly the assessment of injury severity. Whilst there is a single severity and classification system used to assess adult pressure injuries within Australia, there are no neonatal-specific standards for injury assessment. Unfortunately, neonates sustain skin injuries frequently and, whilst there are some similarities to adult injuries, the maturity of neonatal skin puts the application of adult injury scales into question. In addition, several severity systems are currently utilised, thus outcomes for skin injury prevention or management strategies are difficult to compare.

Aims This review will investigate severity scales used for neonatal skin injury. Secondly, this review will determine the (i) characteristics of severity scales such as ordinal or categorical groupings and (ii) assessment of scale validation for population.

Methods This scoping review will utilise the PRISMA-ScR framework and the 2015 Joanna Briggs Institute methodology. The electronic medical databases chosen are PubMed, CINAHL, COCHRANE Central and Scopus. Publications from within the last 20 years will be included to ensure the scales and the neonatal population reflect the timepoint when neonatal skin care became a safety and quality outcome as recognised by international seminal works.
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Ethics and dissemination

As the data (i.e. journal articles) used is publicly available, ethical approval was not required for this scoping review. A peer-reviewed journal and conference presentation will then be used to disseminate findings.

Introduction

Mechanical force skin injuries have been identified in the literature as a neonatal complication since the 1980s1,2. Neonates are particularly vulnerable to skin injuries related to hospitalised care, with a variety of severities identified in previous studies3. Some of these injuries have lasting impacts such as scarring which affects movement and self-esteem for the individual affected4,5. Therefore the severity of tissue damage sustained is equally as important as the frequency and location of injuries. In Australia, adult pressure injuries are reported and compared using an internationally accepted system, the National Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel (NPUAP) injury classification system6. The NPUAP injury staging system has been co-endorsed by the European Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel and the Pan Pacific Pressure Injury Alliance for all populations, including neonates. However, while neonates sustain skin injuries from a number of mechanical forces similar to adults, the maturity of neonatal skin puts the application of adult injury scales into question1,2,7. A mechanical skin injury is defined...
as a distortion or injury of the integrity of the skin and/or underlying integumentary structures by external motion. Common forces associated with skin injury for the neonatal population include pressure (a source exerting force on the skin), friction (resistance created by surfaces moving between skin and surface), shearing (still outer layers with inner layers moving transversely), tear (blunt force resulting in separation of skin layers) and stripping (when adhesive is more strongly bonded to the skin than the intradermal bonds, this is known as medical adhesive-related skin injury [MARSII]). In a neonatal hospital setting, mechanical force skin injuries can occur from a single adhesive removal or from medical devices required for life-saving treatment, hence the paradox that those most susceptible to injury are also those in need of interventions.

Currently, there is no neonatal-specific standard of injury assessment including severity. Premature skin is particularly at risk for injury related to weak cohesion in the dermo-epidermal junction and is oedematous, making it less stable and more prone to skin layer separation. Neonatal skin layer thickness ranges from 0.9–1.2mm and has increasing strength/presence of collagen bonds as gestational age rises. A consequence to this is that as the gestational age of neonates decreases, there is a greater prevalence of mechanical skin injuries. As neonates sustain skin injuries from a different and more diverse set of mechanical forces, this puts the direct application of adult injury scales into question.

Skin injury severity tools are primarily used by nursing staff as a part of their patient care and assessment and inform the creation of treatment guidelines. Several severity systems are currently utilised in the assessment of neonatal skin injury, many of which are unvalidated or modified from adult tools. Without a clear understanding of the number and source of current severity systems, it is not possible to determine how applicable these tools are to the accuracy of injury severity. Furthermore, with a number of systems available and used, outcomes for skin injury prevention or management strategies are difficult to compare.

To our knowledge this is the first scoping review to investigate the range of different neonatal skin injury severity scales. The aim of this scoping review will be to identify neonatal skin injury severity scales and report differences in their approach severity or classification. Two additional objectives will be undertaken: (i) identification of characteristics of severity scales such as ordinal or categorical groupings, and (ii) assessment of scale validation for population.

Outcome definitions
For the purposes of this scoping review, the following definitions will be used to determine outcomes.

- Neonate: considered any live born infant, cared for in a hospital/healthcare setting, until the time of discharge from a neonatal facility or unit or cared for in a specialised nursery setting.

- Skin injury: damage to skin or underlying tissue as a result of a single or combination of mechanical forces (such as pressure or stripping) acquired in relation to or as a result of hospital care.

- Severity, staging or classification: a grouping or ordinal categorisation that separates and identifies the level of damage.

Methods
The Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses for Scoping Reviews (PRISMA-ScR) extension (Appendix 1) and 2015 Joanna Briggs Institute (JBI) for scoping reviews will be used as framework for this review with narrative synthesis with quality assessment using the Mixed Methods Appraisal Tools (MMAT). This scoping review protocol has been registered at Open Science Framework (OSF) (https://osf.io/jqkxf) (6/01/2022).

Eligibility criteria
As this review aims to identify the current neonatal skin injury severity scales for subjects in the hospital setting, the decision was made that the population of interest would be restricted. Specifically, hospitalised neonates obtain mechanical force skin injuries related to life-saving care and monitoring interventions, thus we will exclude hospitalised neonates being cared for by their parents. Peer-review publications from within the last 20 years will be included to ensure the scales and the neonatal population reflect the timepoint when neonatal skin care became an internationally recognised safety and quality outcome.

Inclusion

- Publications that report mechanical force, neonatal skin injuries.
- Original publications.
- Publications in English.
- Cohort design (prospective or retrospective), quasi-experimental, randomised control trial, interrupted time series, systematic reviews, qualitative research, case series and studies.
- National and international evidenced-based guidelines.
- Publications from within the last 20 years.

Exclusion

- Hospitalised neonates being cared for by their parents or in a maternity/birth setting.
- Publications reporting on the primary cause of skin injuries not related to mechanical force (such as infection, chemical burn).
- Publications that report mixed populations such as paediatrics with neonates included, when a neonatal subset cannot be identified.
- Conference abstracts, letters to the editor, lab and vivo studies.

Information sources
The databases PubMed, CINAHL, COCHRANE Central and
Scopus will be searched January 2001 to December 2021. Additionally, consultation will be undertaken with experts in the field and a reference list of all publications will be reviewed for additional articles. Initial key words included neonat* OR infant* with skin injury, skin break, skin trauma, pressure injury. These were expanded into search strings using additional key words and medical subject headings (MeSH).

Searching
A search of electronic databases will be conducted for the period January 2001 to December 2021 for the peer-review published literature. The first step will be searching the identified databases, followed by the screening of abstracts against the selection criteria. The third step will involve the extraction of data and narrative synthesis of findings, with critical analysis reported using the MMAT for quality assessment. Databases searched will include PubMed, CINAHL, COCHRANE Central and Scopus databases. Additionally, consultation will be undertaken with experts in the field and a reference list of all publications will be reviewed for additional articles. Initial key words included neonat* OR infant* with skin injury, skin break, skin trauma, pressure injury. These were expanded into search strings using additional key words and medical subject headings (MeSH) (Appendix 2).

Key search terms will include:
("Soft Tissue Injuries"[Mesh] OR “skin injury” OR “skin injuries” OR “skin break” OR “skin breakdown” OR “skin trauma” OR “pressure injury” OR “pressure injuries” OR “mechanical injury” OR “mechanical injuries” OR “friction” OR “shear” OR “stripping”) AND (“severity scale” OR “severity scales” OR “scale” OR “scales” OR “assessment” OR “assessments” OR “classification” OR “classifications” OR “staging” OR “Severity of Illness Index”[Mesh]) AND ("Infant, Newborn"[Mesh] OR “neonate” OR “neonates” OR “neonatal” OR “infant” OR “infants” OR “infant’s” OR “infancy” OR “infantile” OR “newborn” OR “newborn’s” OR “newborns” OR “new born”) AND (2001:2021[dp]).

Selection of sources
Eligible publications will be reviewed by two independent researchers (SH, DA) who will undertake assessment of the titles and abstracts, and any disagreement will be reviewed by a third researcher (NM). Articles identified will be uploaded into a reference manager (Endnote X9), combined, and searched for duplicates. After the removal of duplicates, titles and abstracts of articles will be inputted into Endnote X9 for screening against the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Full text copies of studies deemed eligible will then be independently reviewed and assessed, with differences in opinion reviewed by the third author.

Data charting process
After full text articles are identified, data will be entered into purpose-built data collection tool in Excel by a research assistant, a study author (S, DA, NM, FC) will check and verify data entered. If extracted information is unclear from these reviews, a clarification will be sought from the contact author for individual publications. Extracted data will include study design (e.g. systematic review), population (e.g. preterm or term), study intervention (if pertinent), country, year, and components of the severity scales (e.g. (i) and (ii) scoping review sub-objectives). Further details of the domains and individual attributes, scale (e.g. colour, numerical rating) collection method will also be extracted.

Assessment of the validation of scales will be valuable for several reasons. Firstly, skin maturation differs greatly between gestational ages of neonates, with many requiring hospital care having only a few layers of stratum corneum and an underdeveloped dermis15. Therefore, it is likely that scales developed for adults, paediatrics or even term babies may be inappropriate to categorise skin injury severity and thus the level of evidence and source of data for the scale is important.

Discussion
The neonatal population comprises a diverse range of skin structural maturities distinct from paediatric and adult skin, with additional limitations in functional maturation of the skin13,14. These limitations include differences in depth of skin layers such that a term neonate has only 1.2mm of skin compared to an adult with 2.1mm13,14. Therefore the identification of the original population the scale was sourced from is important to consider the underlying assumptions about skin physiology and injury depth.

Skin injury severity scales have a direct impact on neonatal care and the development of best practice guidelines for this population11,22. Outcomes measured by injury scales can affect decisions for treatment wishing to avoid injury and the management choices of injuries sustained23. However, while severity scales can improve consistency of nursing skin assessment, scales can be subjective24, with limitations to the evaluation of depth and colour by the human eye found particularly for the neonatal population25,26. With the risk of depth interpretation, there are additional complexities in multiple clinicians’ assessments and subsequent assessments onsite and between facilities. Without uniformity of skin injury assessment, treatment practices continue to be proposed as best practice without measurable comparators. For example, it is difficult to determine best practice to avoid nasal injury from airway devices when injuries can be reported at three or four stages of injury27,28. Furthermore, without using the same scale or equivalency between the scales it is not possible to accurately compare injury rates between hospitals to guide efficacy of interventions and best practice.

The future of skin care and injury management in acutely unwell neonates depends on the development and review of best practice evidence. Scoping the current literature and addressing the objectives of this review will allow for improved understanding of neonatal skin injury assessment tools to add to future guidelines and research on this topic.
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